January 12, 2017
The FAA has
h granted SANDIA Aerosspace an additional TSO on
n their populaar SAI 340 Quattro multi‐
function indicator. In addition
a
to Atttitude, Altitu
ude, Airspeed
d and slip, thee SAI 340 is no
ow TSO’d for
(I)VSI. (I)V
VSI is Instantaaneous Verticcal Speed. Un
nlike a standaard VSI that has a 6‐8 second lag, the SA
AI
340 gives virtually imm
mediate verticcal speed indiications. The vertical speeed is shown on the SAI 340
0 in
pe and digitall format. In addition
a
to the (I)VSI, the new
n softwaree version also adds an
both a tap
adjustablee Altitude Bugg.
The SAI 34
40 is a stand‐‐alone Attitud
de indicator th
hat is ideally suited for staand‐by applicaations with
today’s glass cockpits. It is also suittable as a steaam gauge rep
placement un
nit in older airrcraft. The SA
AI 340
o
in case of loss off aircraft pow
wer.
has an intternal batteryy that providees two hours of stand‐by operation
The lithium‐ion batteryy is enclosed in a metal case and meetss the requirem
ments of RTCA DO‐347,
s
operatio
on. With the addition
a
of th
he (I)VSI TSO, the SAI 340 now
n holds 8 separate
s
TSO’’s
ensuring safe
Existing SA
AI 340 can arrange to get their
t
units up
pgraded to the latest softw
ware by contaacting the SAN
NDIA
Aerospacee service dep
partment at seervice@sandiia.aero or by phone at 505
5.341.2930. SANDIA
S
Aerosspace
is providin
ng the softwaare at no charrge to existingg customers, they only payy for the labo
or to install th
he
software, recalibrate the unit and shipping chargges.
You can check out the SAI 340 Quatttro Plus (as the
t company is now callingg the SAI 340)) and SANDIA
A
ducts at www
w.sandia.aero
o
Aerospacee’s other prod
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